Introduction
environment of the interface, modifying the diffusion properties of water molecules which tends to reduce when 48 compared with the bulk phase properties. Several experimental and theoretical reports have been devoted to 49 understand the unusual dynamics of water under confinement [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Orientation and diffusion mechanisms 50 of water molecules in the vicinity of a surface is still unclear. These reports reveals that polarity, hydrogen 51 bonding (H-bonding) and orientation play a vital role for diffusion of water molecules. 52
Using a molecular dynamics (MD) approach, we were recently able to tackle the question of the interstitial 53 bone fluid flows at the nanoscale [5] . These preliminary results have suggested that mobile water can be 54 observed within HAP pores of the same size as the nanopores measured in bone by Holmes et al. [33] . Based 55 on a molecular dynamics approach involving inter-atomic potentials models for HAP and water systems 56
Materials and methods 66

Simulation boxes 67
HAP [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2] is seen as a hexagonal primitive cell with P63/m space group, each sphere 68 representing a tetrahedral (PO4 3-) ionic complex. Its natural organization in bone matrix corresponds to a stack 69 of thin micro-plates with dimensions (L × l × e), where L=250-500 Å, l=150-250 Å and e = 25 Å [35] . That is 70 why, similarly to the configuration in our previous study [11] , the dimensions of parallelepipedic shaped 71 simulation boxes are adjusted to contain (3×3×4) such micro-plates. 72
Due to partial occupancy of OH sites, the orientation of OH groups always protruded away from the surface 73 (i.e. c axis). Moreover, the simulation box contains a water layer whose height may be varied (in the c-axis 74 direction) from 20 Å to 200 Å to mimic bone nanopores size. This variation of the water layer thickness is 75 performed by adding or removing water molecules. 76
The position of each atom in the box is given using its Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) in the orthogonal frame 77 (e1,e2,e3), see Fig. 1 . The HAP platelets and water layers constitute the elementary cell which is repeated 78 periodically along the e3 axis. The initial coordinates and crystal cell parameters were taken from [36] . 79 80 systems. In the first model hereafter named CS-water, the interactions between particles were represented by 83 the core shell interatomic potential developed by de Leeuw and Parker for HAP and water systems [18, 37] , 84 which includes electronic polarizability via the shell model of Dick and Overhauser. This model was used in 85 our previous studies [11, 12] . In this CS-water model the phosphate, hydroxyl group, and oxygen-hydrogen 86 (Hw) bonds are described as the sum of a Morse and a Coulombic potential, the phosphate and water bond angles 87 by a harmonic potential, and non-bonded interactions by Buckingham potentials. This force field makes use of 88 a shell model to represent the oxygen's electronic polarizability in the phosphate and hydroxyl groups, and in 89 the water molecules, in which each oxygen atom consists of both a core and a massless shell connected by a 90
spring. 91
In the second model, hereafter named LJ-SPC, the HAP interactions were described through Lennard-Jones 92 potentials as proposed in [38] while water molecules were described by the SPC model. 93
The third model (noted LJ-SPC/E) is the same as the LJ-SPC except that the SPC/E water model was used 94
instead. This is motivated by the good ability of the simple point charge (SPC/E) model to represent density, 95 radial distribution functions, self-diffusion coefficient for water; and hydrogen-bond dynamics in good 96 agreement with experiment [39-41]. The parameters set for the SPC and SPC/E models can be found in [39, 40] . 97
In the fourth model (noted CS-SPC/E) the core-shell representation of the HAP mineral of de Leeuw and 98 Parker [37] was combined with the SPC/E water model. This combination of potentials models was validated 99 by activation energy (Ea) calculations [42] . 100
The parameters of these models are listed in Tab. 1 and Supplementary Material (Tables S1 and S2) . 
Self-Diffusion Coefficient of Water 119 120
Our analysis is here focused on describing water diffusion process by depicting the self-diffusion coefficients 121 of water for the different water models for various degrees of confinement, that is to say for various pore sizes. 122
The self-diffusion coefficients of water molecules D were calculated from the mean-square displacement 123 (MSD) using Einstein's expression: 124
Here, r(t) corresponds to the position of a particle (water molecule) at time t. The chevrons notation stands 127 for the averaging procedure. 128
Figure 2 displays the dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient D in terms of pore size H at 310K for the 129 four HAP-water interaction potentials models. Note that the experimental bulk water self-diffusivity is also 130 presented by the green bullet. 131
As expected, it is found from our calculation that the self-diffusivity of water gradually increases with the 132 pore sizes, whatever be the type of interaction potential model. 133
Indeed, at 298 K for instance, the bulk water diffusion coefficients for SPC or SPC/E models are 3.85 and 134
2.3×10
-9 m 2 .s -1 , respectively [46] . Here, due to the confinement effect, the calculated values are always lower 135
even if the higher temperature should induce an increase in the water molecules mobility. This is due to the 136 strong electrostatic interactions between the HAP surface and water which tend to limit the diffusion process. 137
This will also affect the orientation of water and cooperative effect between surrounding water molecules. A 138 similar trend has also been observed for the other nanoporous materials such as SiO2, Fe3O4, CNT, and proteins 139 [46] . 140
When focusing on the differences between the different potentials models, it is first to notice that the LJ-141 SPC model always provides a much higher value of the water diffusivity than the other potentials models (LJ-142 SPC/E, CS-SPC/E, CS-water) which give more similar values. This may be explained by the charges of the 143 SPC water model that are lower than the ones of the SPC/E model for instance, causing a faster diffusive 144 transport. 145
Furthermore, for the small pores (H < 80 Å), it appears that the CS-water model of our previous study [11] 
Observation of Hydroxyl ions dissolution 168
Due to the strong inductive effect from Ca ion and Ca-Ow bond, water molecules can adsorb/desorb at this 169 interface. This phenomenon plays a role in the OH -ion reorganization on HAP surface, and may locally affect 170 the ionic concentration since we observed hydroxyl dissociation through our simulation with the CS-SPC/E 171 model (see Figures 3 and 4) . This anionic specie tends to form multiple H-bonds (acting as a donor as well ascase of medium pore sizes ( i.e. H=50-70 Å, see Figure 4 ) we also observed OH -ion slightly moving away from 179 the HAP surface and becoming fully surrounded by water molecules via H-bonding interactions. Notice that H-180 bonding interactions between OH -ion and water molecules are stronger and shorter compared to the normal 181 water-water H-bonding interactions (see Figure 4) . 182
Conclusions and perspectives 183
We have conducted extensive molecular dynamics simulations of nanopores of HAP containing liquid water 184 in order to determine the effect of confinement on the diffusion properties of water by comparing various 185 combination potentials models. When comparing all these potentials models, it appears that the core-shell 186 potential for HAP together with the SPC/E water model more accurately predicts the diffusion properties of 187 water, the obtained values of the average diffusion coefficients being in good agreement with the experimental 188 data from both bulk and bone-water interfaces [49] [50] [51] . 189
Due to the strong interactions between water molecules and the functional groups of HAP which are 190 dominant in such confined environment, the diffusion in the nanopore direction is significantly faster than in 191 the direction perpendicular to the HAP surface. As a result the diffusion process depends on H-bonding and 192 orientation of water molecules on the surface. We showed that water molecules mainly interact with calcium 193 ions, reducing its adsorption in the vicinity of the phosphate sites. Thus both Ca ion and OH groups protect the 194 interaction between water and phosphate groups (Fig. S1) . 195
Therefore we propose that strong inductive effect from Ca 2+ and electrostatic interactions between water and 196 surface tend to limit the diffusion process along the z-direction and at the same time induce the water molecules 197 to move along x-direction via H-Bonded interactions. Our study can thus provide the valuable information to 198 understand the mechanism of water movement during the biomineralization process. 
